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conditioning, although I'm pretty sure it couldn't hurt. CAPACITY TESTING ... Airworthiness (ICA) calling for regular capacity testing of their batteries. A capac-. 
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Battery TLC Part II: The care and feeding of aircraft batteries BY MIKE BUSCH



It’s also important to understand that batteries are exquisitely sensitive to charging voltage. A 12-volt battery requires about 14 volts to attain and maintain a full charge. A 24-volt battery requires about 28 volts. The exact optimal charging voltage depends on battery temperature. For CHARGING Charging a lead-acid battery involves three phases: 1) a constantexample, the battery in my Cessna 310 current phase during which charging voltage gradually increases; 2) (which runs cool because it’s mounted in the wing) requires a lower bus voltage than the a constant-voltage phase during which charging current gradually battery in a Cessna 210 (which runs warm tapers off to very low levels as the battery approaches its fully because it’s mounted on the ﬁrewall inside charged state; and 3) a ﬂoat (or trickle) charge phase that maintains the engine compartment). the battery in its fully charged condition and offsets the battery’s natural tendency to self-discharge. If the aircraft’s voltage regulator is misadjusted by even a few tenths of a volt from Although this is a fairly complicated procedure, we now have the optimum setting, that’s very reasonably priced microprocessora bad thing. If the bus voltcontrolled battery chargers that can age is too low, then the perform this automatically. Keep in mind, It’s also important to will not charge to however, that your aircraft’s charging understand that batteries battery system is strictly a constant-voltage its rated capacity, which charger, which is why it’s a very bad idea are exquisitely sensitive to would be unpleasant in the event of an in-ﬂight to ﬂy with a deeply discharged battery charging system failure (e.g., after maintenance or a GPU start). charging voltage. that forces you to operate The aircraft’s charging system will charge solely on battery power. If a deeply discharged battery at an the bus voltage is too high, the battery will excessive rate (because it is a “dumb” charger without current limiting), and it’s very likely to damage the battery in the process, overcharge, overheat, outgas, and possibly sometimes catastrophically. lose electrolyte and/or warp or damage its LAST MONTH, in Part I of this article, we discussed the construction, chemistry, types, and characteristics of lead-acid aircraft batteries. This month, we’ll talk about the care and feeding of those batteries, including charging and discharging, conditioning, capacity testing, and deciding when a battery should be retired and replaced.



RECOMMENDED VOLTAGE REGULATOR SET TINGS



Proper bus voltage depends on battery temperature.
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(e.g., after maintenance or a GPU start). The aircraft's .... manual is very clear and fun to read. It's ... Mike also hosts free monthly online presentations as part of ...
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personal music with the new BluLink. For more information call Pilot ... test flight, but the test pilot never noticed its warnings until the ... Even a couple of degrees are enough to .... Aircraft Grade Sitka Spruce Aluminum & Steel Sheet. Plywood.
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Grumman Tiger FAA STC SA01658NY. Pitts S2B, S2C FAA STC SA00485DE. FAA STC SA02386CH. FAA STC SA09565AC. FAA STC SA0438WI www.eaa.org ...Missing:
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We fail to check our bus voltage regularly, resulting in long periods of undercharge or overcharge. If we're lucky, the electrolyte level gets checked once a year at ...
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pickup tube whose job is to catch large chunks of metal before they can get to ... seen, this step is often neglected and shock- ingly some A&Ps don't even know ...
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ton aircraft engine was destroyed or severely damaged by a ... Teledyne Continental Motors (TCM) IO-360-ES engine. ... inside the combustion chamber.
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folks claim that the stuff bonds with metal surfaces in your engine and virtually ... metals (about 10 to 20 percent). I examined .... PHOSPHORUS. 58. 46. 65. 6. 36.
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approach to aircraft maintenance based on rigorous analysis of traditional maintenance practices ... ing its initial 20,000 hours of operation, while the post-RCM Boeing 747 required only ... As we delve into the theory of. RCM, keep in .... In this 
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improper material or manufacture; 2) failures following unreported prop strikes; and 3) ... The good news is that case cracks propagate slowly, so a detailed ...
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are too high, what maximum EGT limit I recommend, why their. EGTs seem to ... of what EGT measures, what it means, and how it is interpreted. Let me attempt ...
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All About Oil. Part 1: What you should know. BY MIKE BUSCH. Some popular aircraft engine oils. SIX KEY FUNCTIONS OF OIL. â€¢ Lubricate. â€¢ Cool. â€¢ Clean.
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a â€œmag checkâ€� as part of each pre-takeoff run-up. But do you know how to do it correctly, what to look for, and how to interpret the results? Surprisingly, many ...
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As we delve into the theory of. RCM, keep in ... cal matter. My maintenance management firm ..... how quickly the failure occurs, how far in advance it becomes ...
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because we have the technology to detect these problems early. Anyone who ... www.eaa.org 107 ... The only problem with borescope inspections is that they ...
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Spun bearings experience infant-mortal- ity failures either shortly after an engine is .... The Resnikoff Conundrum remains alive and well. Fortunately, as Part 91 ...
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graphic oil analysis, borescope inspections, and digital engine monitors. ... of defense against exhaust valve failure. ... whether it is starting to burn or stick.
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HOW DO WE DETERMINE whether a piston aircraft engine is airwor- thy? Compression tests ... These days, Mose and his wife, Rita, operate a small shop called SkyTEK Inc. ... you'd expect, all cylin- ders exhibit near-perfect compression of.
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technical representative covering several states and portions of. Canada. ... Meet VP-X. The electronic circuit breaker system ... Monitor the status of individual devices and the .... â€œThe sixth year, things got progres- ... Solid State Dual Ignit
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103 min. Fire Rating EI 90. Test Results: Fire Test CSTB â€“ RS00-067. Wall Thickness. Joint Dimension. Backing material. Flame resistance in minutes. 200mm poured concrete. Width: 10mm. Depth: 200mm. None. > 6 hours. 200mm poured concrete. Width: 20
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CrÃ©ances rattachÃ©es Ã  des participations. BB. BC. Autres titres immobilisÃ©s. BD .... 4 786 031. -63 364. 2 670 930. 244 414. 2 421 359. 908 494. 364 316. 8 491.
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Participations Ã©valuÃ©es selon la mÃ©thode de mise en Ã©quivalence. CS. CT. Autres participations. CU. CV ... 80000 AMIENS. 1 2. 1 2. 30062018. 22 498. 16 505.
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OPERATION MODE SELECTOR. Push the 'Mode' button to rotate between MoneySaver â†’ Cool â†’ Fan Only â†’ Heat. MoneySaver: The fan will stop when the ...
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